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COSTS OF HARVESTING UPLAND COTTON IN ARIZONA
MACHINE AND HAND PICKING DIRECTLY COMPARED

BY ANDREW VANVIG AND JAMES S. ST. CLAIR

"Shall I use machines or hand pickers to harvest my cotton this
year? How do machine costs compare with the costs of hand pick-
ing? What about field losses? Grade losses ?" These are questions
Arizona farmers are facing.

To answer these questions and provide guides for farmers, a group
of cotton growers were interviewed during the summer of 1954. Each
had experience with both machine and hand pickers. In addition,
results of experimental studies in Arizona and in neighboring states
were examined for further information relative to this problem.

Mechanical pickers were used on a commercial scale in Arizona
for the first time in 1949. Since then the proportion of cotton harvested
by machines has increased each year, from 10 per cent in 1950 to 45
per cent in 1953. During this period the number of machines in use
at the peak of each season increased from 246 in 1950 to 928 in 1951,
1,567 in 1952 and 1,825 in 1953.2 The number of hand pickers em-
ployed during these years has also increased but not as rapidly, from
40,000 in 1950 to 55,000 (at the peak of the harvest season) in 19532.
The lower direct picking costs with machines, coupled with the lack
of sufficient hand pickers during the peak of the season, has accel-
erated the adoption of mechanical pickers in Arizona.

Recently, however, some growers have become alarmed concern-
ing field losses with machine pickers. Losses as high as three -quarters
of a bale per acre have been reported by growers who have gleaned
by hand after mechanical pickers. Some growers are now thinking
of returning to hand pickers entirely. Others report little or no field
loss and plan to continue using machines exclusively. This study is
aimed at indicating under what conditions of acreage covered, yield
and field loss it is profitable to machine pick. Comparisons are made
between total costs of harvesting by owner -operated machine, by
custom machine and by hand -picking methods. Further, a distinction
is made between the farmer who is contemplating buying a machine
and must consider all costs, and the farmer who already owns his
machine and thus omits overhead cost in deciding whether to machine
or hand pick.

A comparison of the various methods of harvesting is not simple.
It involves consideration not only of the actual picking costs, but also
of differences in cultural costs, grades, ginning charges, and field
losses associated with the two harvesting methods.

Thus the total costs of machine harvesting can be divided into
two groups; First, the actual machine picking costs and second, the
other costs related to machine harvesting. Let us first consider the
machine picking costs.

1 Department of Agricultural Economics, University of Arizona, Tucson.
2 Annual reports of the Arizona State Employment Service, Phoenix.
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MACHINE PICKING COSTS
Machine picking costs include three component parts: These are (1)

overhead, (2) repairs and (3) operating costs.
Overhead Costs

Overhead costs are those which occur to substantially the same
extent whether the machine is used much or little. These include
depreciation, interest on investment, property taxes, insurance, and
housing costs, if any. They are figured on an annual or per season
basis.

Depreciation is the largest single item of overhead costs. Annual
depreciation depends upon original cost and estimated life. While
original cost is easy to obtain, it is more difficult to arrive at estimated
life accurately. One of the important factors of depreciation is obso-
lescence. In the early stages of development of a machine it may
become obsolete in as little as two or three years. It seems reasonable
to assume that in the case of cotton pickers the obsolescence factor is
less important now than five years ago. Improvements can now
usually be attached to older models to take advantage of develop-
ments. For purposes of this analysis an original cost of $10,000 for
a one -row harvester and an estimated life of seven years was used.
The simplest way to figure depreciation, then, is to divide $10,000
by 7 which equals $1,430 per year (the straight line method). If
a shorter estimated life was used, the machine would have some
salvage value with the result that annual depreciation would be about
the same.

Interest on investment is taken at four per cent of the average in-
vestment in the machine. Average investment is half of the $10,000
original cost, or $5,000. Four per cent of this is $200 per year. Unless
the farmer borrowed money to buy the picker this does not represent
a cash outlay but is properly included here as a business expense.

Property taxes vary by school districts and by counties. In this
analysis they are based on a tax rate of $6 per $100 - using a mini-
mum assessed valuation of $3,000 per machine. This amounts to
$180 per year. Premiums for fire, wind, and theft, the more common
types of insurance carried on a cotton picker, would average about
$40 per year. No cost is included for housing in this analysis since
many machines are not housed. Where housing is provided this
item should be included in the overhead costs.

The total overhead costs per year for the average one -row har-
vester as given above would be:

Depreciation $1,430
Interest on investment 200
Property tax 180
Insurance 40

Total per season $1,850

Repairs
Repairs are usually figured on a seasonal basis. The total costs for

repairs depend in part, but not entirely, on usage. Certain costs
for labor in overhauling, particularly in dismantling the picker and
putting it back together, occur each year whether the machine is
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used much or little. The cost for parts (mostly spindles) , however,
is closely related to the amount of annual use. Included in the figure
used here is an item for mounting and dismounting the picker at the
beginning and end of each season. This operation requires the services
of two men for about a day. Repair costs for a one -row machine as
used here are as follows:

For a 100 acre crop of cotton $ 700
For a 140 acre crop of cotton 850
For a 180 acre crop of cotton 1,000

Operating Costs
These are the daily costs of operating the picker. They are directly

related to the amount of use. There are two principal items of operat-
ing costs, labor and fuel. Labor requirements include the operator
for ten hours per day and the equivalent of one man for two hours
per day for servicing and making adjustments and repairs. At a rate
of $1.25 per hour, this amounts to $15 per day for labor. Where
trampers are used or needed, labor costs would be higher. Cost for
gasoline (20 gallons C 25c per gallon) would approximate $5.00 per
day. Other costs for spindle oil, motor oil, grease, etc., would amount
to $3.00 per day. Total operating costs then would be:

Labor - operating 10 hrs. @ $1.25 per hr $12.50
- servicing 2 hrs. @ $1.25 per hr 2.50

Gas, 20 gallons @ 25c 5.00
Spindle oil, motor oil and grease 3.00

Total operating costs per day $23.00

By way of summary, the overhead cost plus operating and main-
tenance costs for a one -row harvester averages about a dollar per
hundredweight ( Table 1) .

TABLE 1.- COST OF OPERATING AND MAINTAINING A ONE -ROW
COTTON HARVESTER IN ARIZONA1

per
season

per
day

per
bale

per cwt.
seed cotton

Overhead (Inc1. depreciation, interest
on investment, taxes and
insurance) $1,850 $34 $ 6.61 $ .46

Repairs (Parts and Labor) 850 15 3.04 .2]
Operating costs ( Operator and serv-

icing labor, gas and oil, spindle oil,
and misc.) 1,265 23 4.52 .32

Total $3,965 $72 $14.17 $ .99

1 These costs are based on picking 140 acres of 2 -bale cotton, of which 120 acres
are picked a second time; an average picking rate of 4.7 acres per day for the
season (4 acres per day first picking and 6 acres second picking) and an operat-
ing season of 55 days.

Actually the cost per hundredweight of seed cotton for operating
and maintaining a mechanical harvester varies with the acreage
covered by the harvester and the yield obtained per acre. Other
things being equal, the machine which is used the full season and
covers a large acreage will have lower costs per hundredweight than
the machine which is used only part of the season and covers a small
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acreage. This is caused by the fact that overhead costs of owning
the machine are spread over a larger number of bales as annual use
increases.

Also, the costs per hundredweight for machine harvesting are
lower when the yields are high. In this analysis, the picking costs
are nearly twice as high on 1 -bale yields as on 2 -bale yields. This
is because the costs of operating and maintaining the picker are
fairly constant per day whether the machine picks in heavy or light
cotton. It is assumed that the picker travels in first gear in both
cases on the first picking and the only difference in acreage covered
per day would be due to fewer stops to unload in low yielding cotton.
The assumption is also made that a second picking is required on
85 per cent of the 1 -bale cotton as well as on the 2 -bale yielding
cotton. There may be some possibility that growers are more likely
to let low yielding cotton (1 bale) stand longer to let all the bolls
open and then try to harvest all the cotton in one picking. However,
two pickings are most common in Arizona.

Average costs for three different yields (1 bale, 11/2 bales and 2
bales) and for three acreages of annual use (light, 100 acres - medium,
140 - and high, 180) are shown in Table 2.

TABLE 2.- PICKING COSTS FOR DIFFERENT COMBINATIONS OF
ACRES HARVESTED PER MACHINE AND YIELDS PER ACRE

Acres harvested* Yield per acre
1 bale I 11/2 bales 2 bales

Cost per bale of lint
100 $34.47 $22.98 $17.24
140 28.32 I 18.88 14.16
180 24.78 16.52 12.39

Cost per cwt. of seed cotton
100 2.41 1.61 1.21
140 1.98 1.32 .99
180 1.73 1.16 .87

n Assumes 85 per cent of acreage is gone over twice.

Performance Rates of Pickers
The cost of picking per acre and per bale is dependent on the

performance rates of the machine. Performance rate, the acres cov-
ered per hour or per day, depends in part on the make of the machine.
Some machines have only one picking speed. Others have two field
speeds for picking. In this case first gear ( about two miles per hour )
is generally used for first picking. Traveling at this speed and allow-
ing time for stops to unload and for normal adjustments, it should
be possible to pick four acres per day ( ten hours) on first picking.
Second gear is generally used on the second picking. Ground speed
in second gear is nearly three miles per hour and at this speed it
should be possible to harvest about six acres per day.

With a crop yielding two bales per acre, it should be possible to
average around 11 /2 bales per acre or six bales per day on first pick-
ing. On second picking the amount picked would average around
one -half bale per acre or about three bales per day. There is, of
course, much variation in the amount of cotton picked per acre each
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time over, depending on the time of the season. At the beginning
of the season the amount picked per acre is usually low (i/2 bale or
even less) . This increases as more of the cotton matures, up until
frost. On fields that are picked for the first time after frost the
whole crop (e.g. two bales per acre) may be harvested on the first
picking and no second picking is necessary. In this analysis it is
assumed that 85 per cent of the acreage is harvested a second time.

Similarly, variations occur in the amount of cotton harvested per
acre in the second picking. Ors fields that were picked very early
the first time, a considerable amount of cotton is harvested the second
time over. But the amount picked per acre continues to decline until
little or no cotton is harvested from fields that were picked for the
first time after frost.

Performance rates are not given here for two -row harvesters. Their
performance would be somewhat greater than for one -row machines
but not twice as great since any stoppage because of spindle breakage
on one picking head on two -row machines means the picker on the
other row is also standing idle. Consequently, the performance ex-
pected from a two -row machine would be somewhat less than for
two one -row harvesters.

Machine picking costs are frequently thought of in terms of a
seasonal average cost per bale. However, many costs of operating a
picker are relatively constant on a per hour or per day basis. There-
fore, the cost of picking per bale varies with the amount picked per
day. (Table 3.) In the first picking, when the amount picked
per day is high (6.3 bales) the costs per bale are low. Conversely,
in the second picking, when the amount picked is low (3.0 bales per
day) the costs per bale are higher.

TABLE 3.- TYPICAL PERFORMANCE RATES AND COSTS FOR A
ONE -ROW HARVESTER PICKING 140 ACRES OF 2 -BALE COTTON'

1st picking 2nd picking
Total or
average

Acres picked 140 120 260
No. of days 35 20 55
Acres per day 4 6 4.7
Total bales picked 220 60 280
Bales per acre 1.57 .5 1.08
Bales picked per day 6.3 3.0 5.1

Cost per day $ 72.09 $ 72.09 $ 72.09
Cost per acre 18.02 12.02 28.32
Cost per bale 11.44 24.03 14.16
Cost per cwt. seed cotton .80 1.68 .99

Total costs $2,523.15 $1,441.80 $3,695.00

1 Assumes 85 per cent of acreage is picked the second time.

Costs per bale are much lower for the first picking than for the
second picking - $11.44 as compared to $24.03 in the above example.
Thus, in comparing the cost of machine picking with hand or custom
rates, it is important to specify whether it represents first picking,
second picking or an average of both.
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OTHER COSTS RELATED TO MACHINE HARVESTING
In addition to the actual machine picking costs, there are certain

other costs related to machine harvesting. These include the cost
of defoliation, extra ginning charges, grade losses and additional field
losses.

Cost of Defoliating
One of the related costs is that of defoliation. Not all cotton

growers defoliate before machine picking. Some feel they can machine
pick their cotton successfully without defoliating. However, the
practice is gaining in importance. An estimated 280,000 acres of
cotton was defoliated in Arizona in 1953 as compared to 260,000
acres in 1952, 125,000 acres in 1951, and 50,000 in 1950. In this
analysis, a cost of defoliating of $4.50 per acre is used. This includes
the cost of the materials and the cost of application.

A practice gaining in acceptance is that of bottom defoliation. Such
defoliation permits timely harvesting of the bottom crop as soon
as it is ready and yet permits the upper crop to mature with no loss
in yield. Some growers plan to bottom defoliate even when using
hand pickers, to improve picking conditions.
Grade Losses

Weekly cotton samples were secured throughout the 1951 and 1952
seasons from twenty -six gins located in different parts of Central Ari-
zona, in connection with a quality and cost of ginning study then
in progress. Over 1,700 lint samples were collected in all, and these
samples were classed at a government classing office without identi-

TABLE 4.- GRADE DISTRIBUTIONS OF HAND HARVESTED AND
MACHINE HARVESTED COTTON AT TWENTY -SIX CENTRAL

ARIZONA GINS, CROPS OF 1951 AND 1952

Grade

White and E.W.
SM and above
M
SLM
LM
SGO and below

Spotted
SM and above
M
SLM and below

Gray ( all )

Total
Av. Price per lb.

(cents)'

Crop of 1951 Crop of 1952
Hand

harvested I

Machine
harvested

Hand
harvested

Machine
harvested

per cent

21.7
38.3
27.3

5.8
.3

2.6
2.6
1.3

.1

per cent

6.6
39.2
28.9
10.1

.3

2.3
3.0
1.5

8.1

per cent

29.9
42.3
12.0

.3

.0

6.5
6.2
2.8

0

per cent

1.3
41.6
32.1
8.4

.3

4.6
6.5
3.6

1.6

100.0

32.85

100.0

32.21

100.0

33.47

100.0

32.58

Source: Quality and Cost of Ginning Study conducted jointly by the Fiber Sec-
tion, A.M.S., U.S.D.A., Mesilla Park, New Mexico, and the Dept. of Agri-
cultural Economics, University of Arizona. Not yet published.

Based on 1954 government loan rates. Average staple length of 1 1/32" assumed
for 1951 and 1 1/16" for 1952.
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fication as to method of harvest. Dividing these samples into hand
and machine picked bales results in somewhat higher grade distri-
butions for hand -picked than for machine -picked cotton. ( Table 4.)

At current loan differences, the machine harvested bales were worth
an average of $3.20 per bale less than the hand -harvested bales in
1951 and $4.45 per bale less than the hand - harvested bales in 1952.
In making the computations for this report, an estimated difference
of 75 points or $3.75 per bale has been used.

It may be noted that a large part of the reduction in grades from
machine picking occurred in the higher grade ranges, particularly
from Strict Middling to Middling. Since the spread between these
higher grades is narrow ( Middling only 40 points below Strict
Middling) the loss in value is frequently not great. There are con-
ditions in which machine picking will result in higher grades than
hand picking, an example being late season work where there are
considerable numbers of rotten bolls. Machines will not pick these
while hand pickers will. Frequently, machine -picked cotton has
less foreign matter by weight than hand -picked cotton, but the trash
tends to be more finely ground so that it is more difficult for the gins
to remove. Thus, lint from machine -picked cotton usually has a
slightly higher non -lint content than that from hand -picked cotton
at the same gin.
Extra Ginning Charges

Recent ginning studies in Central Arizona indicate that machine-
picked cotton averages about 1 per cent higher moisture content than
hand -picked cotton as it comes to the gin (9 -10 per cent as compared
with 8 -9 per cent). Also, machine -picked seed cotton is sometimes
characterized by "wet spots" when an excessive amount of water
has been applied to the spindles at one time. Ginners usually find
it necessary to run all of this cotton through the driers, whereas it
is estimated that about one -half of the time it would be possible to by-
pass the driers with hand -picked cotton. Since a charge is made for
drying at the rate of 10 cents per hundredweight of seed cotton, an
extra ginning charge of one -half of this amount or 5 cents per
hundredweight for drying is assessed against machine- picked cotton
in this report.

A charge is made for lint cleaning in Arizona at the rate of 10 to 15
cents per hundredweight of seed cotton. Although an earlier study
does not indicate a consistent grower profit from lint cleaning', it is
known to be the practice in Arizona to lint clean most machine -picked
cotton, while the lint cleaners are frequently by- passed with clean,
hand -picked cotton. Thus, an additional charge of I0 cents per
hundredweight for lint cleaning is assessed against machine -picked
cotton in this report.
Field Losses

The most important factor determining whether it is more econom-
ical to machine harvest or hand harvest is the field loss. In 2 -bale

3 Research Report of the Department of Agricultural Economics, University of
Arizona: See Arizona Farmer, Vol. 32, No. 23, Nov. 7, 1953, "Go Slow on Lint
Cleaning."
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cotton, a 20 per cent field loss means a dollar loss of nearly $50 per
acre ( Table 5 ) .

TABLE 5.- PER ACRE EFFECT OF VARIOUS PERCENTAGES OF
FIELD LOSS' UNDER THREE YIELD CONDITIONS

Percent
field
loss

I 1 -Bale Yield 11/2-Bale Yield 2 -Bale Yield
1 Field Loss I Value of

per Acre 1 Field Loss2
Field Loss l Value of
per Acre I Field Loss2

Field Loss Value of
per Acre Field Loss2

1 ( pounds) ( dollars) ( pounds ) ( dollars ) ( pounds) ( dollars )
5 71 6.11 107 9.20 143 12.30

10 143 12.30 214 18.40 286 24.60
15 214 18.40 321 27.61 429 36.89
20 286 24.60 429 36.89 572 49.19
25 357 30.70 536 46.10 715 61.49
30 I 429 36.89 643 I 55.30 I 858 73.79

Field loss as here used includes both cotton lost on the ground and left on the
plant by the machines.

2 Based upon value in the field of 8.6e per pound of seed cotton.
Hand harvest results in about a 5 per cent loss. Experimental

results at the University show machine picker deficiencies of approxi-
mately 83 to 85 per cent on A -44, or losses of 15 to 17 percent'. Losses
reported by farmers using machines ranged from 7 per cent to 30 per
cent. Farmers reporting the highest field losses attributed this to
tall, rank, high yielding cotton. When cotton is tangled and has
many lateral branches it is difficult for the machines to go through
the field without causing loss. Under favorable weather conditions
some of this cotton can be recovered by hand gleaning. However,
should unfavorable weather conditions develop, most of the cotton
that has fallen to the ground is a total loss.

TOTAL COSTS ASSOCIATED WITH MACHINE HARVESTING
To get total costs associated with machine harvesting under any

set of acreage and yield conditions, it is necessary to add to the
machine picking costs ( overhead, repairs, and operating) the other
costs related to machine harvesting such as the costs of defoliating,
grade losses, extra ginning charges and field losses. These total costs
can then be converted to a per hundredweight of seed cotton basis
for comparison with hand picking rates. For example, machine pick-
ing 140 acres of 2 -bale cotton with 15 per cent field loss results in
total costs as follow:

Per Acre
Per Bale

Harvested
Per Cwt. Seed

Cotton Harvested
Machine picking costs $28.32 $16.66 $1.17
Defoliating 4.50 2.65 .19
Grade losses 6.37 3.75 .26
Extra ginning charges 3.64 2.14 .15
Machine picking field loss (15 %) 36.89 21.70 1.52

Total $79.72 $46.90 $3.29
Less hand picking field loss ( 5 %0 ) .45

Equivalent to hand picking rate of: $2.84

4 "Machine or Hand Picking" by E. R. Holekamp and K. R. Frost, Progressive
Agriculture in Arizona, Vol. 4, No. 3, Oct., Nov., Dec. 1952, page 5. College of
Agriculture, University of Arizona, Tucson, Arizona.
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Since hand picking normally has a field loss of about 5 per cent,
it is necessary to make an allowance of about 45 cents per hundred-
weight of seed cotton in comparing machine picking with hand pick-
ing. Under the conditions given, machine picking would be equiva-
lent to a total hand picking rate of $2.84 (including the 25 cents for
the contractor) .

Effect of Field Loss on Other Costs

Field loss is the most important factor determining when it is more
economical to use machine pickers, not only because it is often the
largest single cost item of machine harvesting, but also because it
influences other costs. The effect of field loss on machine harvesting
costs is the same as the effect of a reduction in yield; namely, it in-
creases the per hundredweight costs of those items which are normally
charged on a per acre basis. For example, defoliation costs $4.50 per
acre. On 2 -bale cotton this is $2.25 per bale or 16 cents per hundred-
weight of seed cotton. With 15 per cent field loss, the harvested yield
becomes only 1.7 bales per acre and defoliation then costs $2.65 per
bale, or 19 cents per hundredweight of seed cotton harvested. Simi-
larly, machine picking costs per bale or per hundredweight of seed
cotton increase as field losses increase since the machine must cover
more acreage to get the same amount of cotton. Machine picking
costs on 140 acres of 2 -bale cotton are $28.32 per acre, $14.16 per
bale or 99 cents per hundredweight of seed cotton. The effect of a
15 per cent field loss is to reduce the yield to 1.7 bales per acre.
Machine picking costs per acre will remain the same, but machine
costs per bale will increase to $16.66 and costs per hundredweight of
seed cotton will increase to $1.17.

Costs of grade losses (26 cents) and extra ginning charges (15
cents) are a constant amount per hundredweight because they have
to be paid only on the cotton which is picked, not on that which is
left in the field.

Costs of field losses themselves increase at an accelerating rate
because each increment of field loss must be charged against an ever
diminishing amount of seed cotton picked. A field loss of 15 per
cent amounts to $21.70 per bale or $1.52 per hundredweight of seed
cotton picked.

Machine Harvesting Costs Compared to Hand Picking Rates

Hand picking rates and machine picking costs are more easily
compared when all costs are converted to a per hundredweight of
seed cotton basis. During a given season, hand picking rates are
fairly constant from farm to farm. Total machine harvesting costs,
on the other hand, vary widely depending on the percentage of field
loss sustained, the acreage harvested per machine, and the yield per
acre. Table 6 shows the total cost of machine harvesting per hundred-
weight of seed cotton for three yield conditions and three different
acreages of cotton harvested per machine, and under a wide range
of field loss conditions.
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TABLE 6.- TOTAL COSTS OF MACHINE HARVESTING PER
HUNDREDWEIGHT OF SEED COTTON FOR DIFFERENT

ACREAGES AND YIELDS PER ACRE

Per cent
field
loss

5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
20

25

30

1 bale per acre 11 /2 bales per acre 11 2 bales per acre

100 A. 140 A.1 180 A. 100 A. 140 A. 180 A. 100 A. 140 A.1 180 A.
I

$3.28 $2.83 $2.56 $2.32 $2.02 $1.85 $1.85 $1.62 $1.49
3.41 2.95 2.68 2.44 2.14 1.96 1.96 1.73 1.60
3.54 3.08 2.81 2.56 2.26 2.07 2.08 1.84 1.71
3.67 3.21 2.94 2.68 2.38 2.19 2.20 1.96 -1.82
3.81 3.34 3.07 2.81 2.50 2.31 2.32 2.08 1.94
3.95 3.47 3.20 2.94 2.62 2.43 2.44 2.20 2.06
4.09 3.61 3.33 3.1 2.75 2.56 2.67 2.32 2.18
4.24 3.75 3.47 3.20 2.88 2.69 2.70 2.45 2.30
4.39 3.89 3.61 3.34 .1 2.82 2.82 2.58 2.43
4.54 4.03 3.75 3.48 3.14 2.95 2.96 2.71 2.56
4.69 4.18 3.89 3.62 3.28 .1 .1 2.84 2.69
4.85 4.34 4.04 3.77 3.42 3.23 3.23 2.98 2.83
5.01 4.50 4.19 3.92 3.57 3.37 3.37 3.12 2.97
5.52 4.98 4.67 4.38 4.02 3.81 11 3.82 3.55 3.39

6.47 5.89 5.56 5.25 4.87 4.65 4.65 4.36 4.20

7.54 6.92 6.57 6.24 5.83 5.59 5.58 5.28 5.10

Above the line, it is more economical to machine pick than to hand pick at $3.00
per cwt. (including contracting ). Below the line, it is more economical to hand
pick at $3.00 than to machine pick.

Note: Machine picking costs have been adjusted to make them directly comparable
with current hand picking rates, by deducting 45 cents per hundredweight
from machine costs to offset a 5% hand picking loss.

From Table 6 it is readily possible to determine whether it is more
economical to machine pick or hand pick by comparing these costs
with current hand -picking rates for any given situation.

Assume, for example, a farmer has 140 acres of cotton that has
a potential yield of 2 bales per acre. Assume also that hand pickers
are available at $3.00 per hundredweight of seed cotton - all costs
(including contracting) included. His problem is whether to buy
a machine and machine pick or hire hand pickers. By referring to
Table 6, one can see that machine picking is more economical for
this situation as long as field losses with the machine are 16 per cent
or less. With careful machine operation and proper cultural prac-
tices it should be possible to hold machine field losses to less than
16 per cent; therefore, it would be profitable for a farmer to machine
pick in this situation.

Next consider the situation faced by a farmer who has 100 acres
of 11/2 -bale cotton. In this case machine harvesting is more profitable
(compared to hand picking at $3.00) only when field losses with the
machine are 10 per cent or less. This means high efficiency must be
obtained from the machine if it is to be a profitable investment.
When the costs are about the same, as in this situation, the decision
will depend on other considerations such as whether the farmer has
sufficient capital to buy a machine, the availability of hand pickers,
and his plans as to the acreage of cotton he will grow in the future.
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Effect of Variation in Hand Picking Rates
The above illustration compares machine harvesting with hand

picking at a rate of $3.00 per hundredweight. The next point to be
considered is how variations in the hand picking rate affect the
farmer's decision. Consider first a lower hand picking rate, for example,
$2.50 per hundredweight ( all costs included) . The same approach can
be used as before by referring to Table 6. At this rate machine pick-
ing is more economical only when the yield per acre is high (11 /2 bales
or more), and the acreage harvested per machine is large, and the
field loss is low.

Conversely, when the hand picking rate is high (for example $3.50)
per hundredweight, machine picking is more economical even though
the acreage harvested per machine is less, the yields are lower and
the field losses higher.

In comparing the cost of hand picking with the cost of machine
picking, it is always necessary to specify the acreage harvested, the
yield per acre and the machine field loss since each of these affects
total machine picking costs. The effect of each of these factors is dis-
cussed in the next section.

Effect of Percentage of Field Loss, Acreage Harvested, and Yield Per Acre On
Machine Harvesting Costs

The effect of field loss on total costs of machine harvesting becomes
readily apparent by comparing total costs of harvesting a given acreage
and yield under different levels of field loss. For example, suppose
a farmer has 140 acres of cotton with a potential yield of 11/2 bales
per acre. If his field losses with machine picking are light (10 per
cent) his costs per hundredweight of seed cotton picked are low
($2.62) . When field losses are moderate (15 per cent) total machine
harvesting costs rise to $3.28 per hundredweight, and when field
losses are heavy (20 per cent) the cost of machine harvesting in-
creases to $4.02 per hundredweight of seed cotton harvested.
(Figure IA.)

High yields per acre are also important in reducing the costs of
machine harvesting. For example, if this same farmer had had a
yield of 2 bales per acre his costs per hundredweight of seed cotton
would have been about 40 cents per hundredweight less. If he had
gotten only one bale per acre, his costs would have been from 85 to
90 cents more per hundredweight of seed cotton picked. (Figure 1B.)

Further, when the acreage harvested per machine is high, the
costs are lower. Assuming a yield of 11/2 bales per acre, if a one -
row machine picks 180 acres ( with a 15 per cent field loss) the total
costs per hundredweight are $3.09 whereas when the acreage har-
vested per machine is only 100 these costs increase to $3.62 or by
more than 50 cents per hundredweight. This is because the over-
head costs are spread over a larger volume. (Figure 1C.)

COMPARISON OF COSTS WHEN FARMER ALREADY
OWNS A MACHINE

The preceding analysis has considered all the costs of owning and
operating a machine in comparing hand picking and machine pick-
ing. This is the situation facing the farmer who is thinking of buying
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Figure 1.- Field loss is the most important factor affecting machine harvesting
costs; yield is next in importance; and acreage, third.
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a machine. The decision as to whether to machine pick or hand pick,
however, is not the same for the farmer who already owns a machine
as for the farmer who must buy a machine. When we consider the
case of the farmer who already owns a machine, the decision as to
whether to use it or not must take account of the alternatives (and
costs) for use or disposal of the machine. For the farmer who al-
ready owns a machine certain costs of ownership have been incurred
and will continue approximately the same even if the machine is not
used. These are the overhead costs and include depreciation, interest
on investment, taxes and insurance. They are costs of ownership
rather than operation and would occur whether the picking was done
by hand or machine. They can be escaped only by selling the machine.
When the overhead cost on a one -row harvester ($1850 per year)
is converted to a cost per hundredweight of seed cotton picked, this
amounts to 54 cents per hundredweight when the machine is used
to pick 140 acres of 2 -bale cotton (assumes 15 per cent field loss).
Overhead costs per hundredweight of seed cotton picked are given
for other yield and acreage situations below:

Per cent yield 1Y2 bale yield 2 -bale yield
Loss 100 A. 140 A. 100 A. 140 A.

10 $ .96 $ .68
$ $15 1.02 .73 .76 I .54

These are costs that will be incurred as long as the farmer owns
the machine, even if he decides to hand pick. In this situation the
farmer will be justified in machine picking if his total costs after
deducting overhead are less than the current hand -picking rate. For
example, total costs of machine picking 140 acres of 2 -bale cotton
with 15 per cent field loss are $2.84 per hundredweight of seed cotton
picked, then subtracting overhead costs of 54 cents per hundred-
weight leaves $2.30. This means that a farmer who already owns a
machine would be justified in machine picking rather than in hiring
laborers at a rate of $2.50 whereas one would not be justified in buy-
ing a machine in this situation.

Some farmers who have purchased machines in previous years
now find they do not get full season use because of acreage allot-
ments on cotton. For example, a farmer who purchased a picker
to harvest 150 acres of cotton may now have only a 90 -acre allotment.
When all costs are considered, it may be better to hand pick. But
since this farmer already owns a machine, he must save enough by
hand picking to cover the overhead costs of the idle machine before
it will pay him to hand pick. This means that in one season a farmer
may decide to machine pick even though the total costs of machine
picking are higher than the hand picking rate. One of the considera-
tions in retaining the machine even though it may not be used for
one season, is the low sale value of a used cotton picker. It has also
been suggested that a mechanical picker standing at one end of the
field has some value in getting hand pickers to do a good job.

Even though a farmer may be justified in hand picking and retain-
ing an idle machine, if it appears that hand picking costs will con-
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tinue to be less than machine picking costs when everything is con-
sidered, he will be better off to dispose of the machine since in the
long run all costs (including overhead) must be considered.

CUSTOM MACHINE PICKING COSTS
In the analysis so far we have compared the costs of machine har-

vesting with hand harvesting where the grower owns his own machine.
But there is another possibility, the grower may hire a custom operated
machine. In the past custom machines have usually been available
in sufficient numbers to take care of demand. In deciding whether
to use custom machines, the same allowances for extra ginning charges,
grade losses, and defoliation costs should be made. Field losses with
custom machines approximate those occurring where the grower
owns his own machine. Custom machine picking rates since 1949
have averaged around $2.50 per hundredweight of seed cotton for
average picking conditions. For cleanup work or where there is little
cotton to be harvested per acre (as in some second and third pick-
ings) the rate per hundredweight is higher or frequently is placed
on a per acre basis.

To the custom rate ( e.g. $2.50) must be added the other costs
related to machine harvesting in order to obtain the total costs of
custom machine picking. For example, the total costs per hundred-
weight of custom picking 11/2 -bale cotton with a 15 per cent field
loss would be as follows:

Custom rate $2.50
15 per cent field loss 1.52
Defoliation .25
Grade loss .26
Extra ginning charges 1.5

Total $4.68
Less hand picking field loss (5 %) .45

Equivalent to hand picking rate of: $4.23

Allowing 45 cents for the usual 5 per cent hand picking field loss,
gives a figure of $4.23 for custom picking, which may be compared
directly with the hand picking rate (including contracting). Table 7
gives total custom picking costs under various conditions of yield
and field losses, and for custom picking rates of $2.00 and $2.50
respectively.
TABLE 7.- TOTAL HARVESTING COSTS PER HUNDREDWEIGHT OF

SEED COTTON FOR CUSTOM MACHINE COMPARED WITH
TOTAL COSTS OF OWNER- OPERATED MACHINE'

Field
Loss I

Custom Machine Owner- Operated Machine
$2.00 per cwt. $2.50 per cwt. 100 Acres2 140 Acres2

Bales per acre Bales per acre Bales per acre Bales per acre
1 11 /2 2 1 11/2 2 1 11 /2 2 1 11 /2 2

5 $2.74 $2.63 $2.58 $3.24 $3.13 $3.08 $3.28 $2.32 $1.85 $2.83 $2.02 $1.62
10 3.27 3.15 3.10 3.77 3.65 3.60 3.95 2.94 2.44 3.47 2.62 2.20
15 3.85 3.73 3.67 4.35 4.23 4.17 4.69 3.62 3.09 4.18 3.28 2.84
20 4.50 4.37 4.31 5.00 4.87 4.81 5.52 4.38 3.82 4.98 4.02 3.55

All costs directly comparable to hand picking rates ( including contracting
charge) .

2 Eighty-five per cent of acreage picked a second time.
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Custom Machine vs. Hand Picking
In most cases $1.10 to $1.85 must be added to the custom picking

rate to cover the other costs associated with machine picking before
comparison can be made with hand picking. On this basis, compar-
ing a custom machine rate of $2.50 with a hand picking rate of $3.00
( including contracting ) shows that hand picking is more profitable
in all cases. This would be true even though field losses were no
greater than with hand picking. Even a custom rate of $2.00 com-
pares unfavorably with a hand picking rate of $3.00 unless field losses
from custom machines are kept close to 5 per cent.
Custom Machine vs. Owner - Operated Machine

Owner -operation of a machine is more profitable than hiring a
custom machine even at $2.00 per hundredweight whenever the acre-
age harvested is 100 acres or more and the yield is 11/2 bales or more
per acre. Owner- operation when the machine is used on only 100
acres of one -bale cotton is slightly more expensive than custom pick-
ing at rates of $2.50 and considerably more expensive than custom
picking at rates of $2.00.

When a grower intends to machine pick 100 acres or more of
cotton each year, and has yields of 11/2 bales or more, it will usually
pay him to own his own machine. A deterrent, however, to farmers
buying their own machines is the high capital investment required.
Some growers find it to their advantage to purchase used harvesters
since they frequently can be purchased at a substantial discount
from new price. They should, however, expect to incur higher costs
for overhaul and seasonal repair.

OTHER FACTORS NEED TO BE CONSIDERED
In addition to the factors considered above, other considerations

enter into the decision of whether to use machines or hand pickers.
One of these is location. Some areas of the state are more favorably
situated with respect to obtaining hand labor. Areas close to main
highways and population centers consistently have access to a better
supply of hand labor than do the outlying areas.

In general, the larger sized farms are better able to provide neces-
sary housing to attract and hold hand pickers with their larger acre-
ages of cotton. They are also usually able to furnish a "longer run."
These things give them an advantage over smaller farms in bidding
for help when it is in short supply. Therefore, growers with smaller
acreages frequently go toward the use of machines more quickly.

With the increasing acreage of cotton during the years leading up
to 1954, there never have been enough hand pickers available to
harvest the crop at the optimum time. Further, many growers would
have used more hand pickers, particularly early in the season, if
they had been available. Many growers report they have to wait
until mid -October before sufficient numbers of pickers become avail-
able. This increases the element of risk due to storm losses. Machines,
on the other hand, can start as soon as the cotton is ready, thus re-
ducing the loss due to opened bolls lying on or near the ground get-
ting wet and rotting. Many growers would prefer to use hand pickers
to harvest the bottom crop, but they feel the risk of loss and un-
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certainty associated with waiting a month or six weeks for sufficient
hand pickers offsets at least part of the loss sustained by machines.
Cotton that is ready to pick should be harvested promptly. It is
difficult to objectively or quantitatively evaluate the extent of losses
associated with delay in starting the harvest, since so much depends
on the weather, but timeliness of harvest is a factor which causes many
growers to turn to machines. In the preceding analysis the assump-
tion has been made that because of the smaller 1954 crop an adequate
supply of labor will be available should the grower decide to hand
pick.

SUMMARY
The cost of hand and machine picking can be compared on a per

hundredweight of seed cotton basis. In order to do this it is neces-
sary on the one hand to include not only the direct machine picking
costs, but also the associated costs such as defoliation, extra ginning
charges, grade losses and the greater field losses, and on the other
hand to include with the hand picking rate any associated costs, par-
ticularly the contractor's fee.

Hand picking rates tend to be uniform from farm to farm within
a season. Machine picking costs, however, vary considerably from
farm to farm, depending upon the acreage harvested per machine,
the yield per acre, and the amount of field loss. Costs for harvesting
cotton with a one -row machine in Arizona vary from $2.00 to more
than $4.00 per hundredweight when all costs are considered as shown
below:

Per cent
Field Loss

1% Bale Yield 2 Bales Yield
100 Acres 140 Acres 180 Acres 100 Acres 140 Acres 180 Acres

10 $2.94 $2.62 $2.43 $2.44 $2.20 $2.06
15 3.62 3.28 3.09 3.09 2.84 2.69
20 4.38 4.02 3.81 3.82 3.55 3.39

For the farmer who already owns a machine, certain overhead costs
for depreciation, taxes, and insurance are incurred whether the machine
is used or not and, therefore, need not be considered. These overhead
costs amount to from 50 cents to more than a dollar per hundred-
weight of seed cotton and can be deducted from the total costs in
deciding whether to use the machine or to hand pick during a given
season.

Using machines to capacity helps reduce machine picking costs.
When a machine is used over a greater number of acres, the over-
head costs per acre are less. Substantial reductions in costs per
hundredweight of seed cotton are possible by increasing the acreage
harvested with a one -row machine from 100 to 140 acres. On 11/2
bale cotton these savings amount to 30 to 35 cents per hundred-
weight of seed cotton picked.

High yields mean lower costs of machine harvesting. For example,
the costs of machine picking two -bale cotton are only about half of
what they are for one -bale cotton. When high yields ( such as two
bales per acre) are obtained, machine picking is more profitable than
hand picking (at $3.00 per hundredweight) even though field losses
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of 15 per cent are sustained. On the other hand, for low yields ( one
bale per acre ) hand picking is more profitable unless field losses with
machines are practically non -existent or no greater than those occuring
with hand pickers. Yield seems to be more important than acreage
harvested per machine in reducing the costs of machine picking.

Field losses are the most important factor determining whether
it is profitable to machine pick. With low field losses ( 10 per cent
or less) machine picking is more profitable than hand picking when-
ever the yield per acre is 11/2 bales or more, and the acreage har-
vested per machine is 100 acres or more. With field losses of 15 per
cent, machine picking is profitable only when the yield per acre is
at least two bales, and the acreage harvested exceeds 140. With field
losses of 20 per cent, machine picking is unprofitable whenever hand
pickers can be secured at $3.00 per hundredweight.

Field losses ranging from 7 to 30 per cent have been reported
by Arizona farmers who have gleaned by hand after mechanical
pickers. Experimental results at the University of Arizona have shown
field losses from 10 to 20 per cent with machines. As the per cent
of field loss increases the cost of machine harvesting goes up rapidly;
therefore, every effort should be made to keep field losses at a
minimum.

In most cases, a farmer must add about $1.50 per hundredweight
to the custom picking rate before comparing it with hand picking.
Therefore, custom picking at $2.50 per hundredweight corresponds
to a hand picking rate ( including the contractor's fee) of $4.00. When
compared to owning a machine, custom picking at $2.50 is more ex-
pensive whenever the acreage harvested is 100 acres or more per
machine and the yield is 11/2 bales or more per acre.

Machine picking reduces the risk and uncertainty associated with
the cotton harvest. With the increasing acreage of cotton during the
years up to 1954 there have never been enough hand pickers available
to harvest the crop at the optimum time. Growers in some areas re-
port that they have to wait until mid -October before sufficient numbers
of hand pickers become available. The use of machines eliminates
many of the problems associated with using large numbers of hand
pickers. At the same time, the need is increased for mechanical skill
on the part of the operator, if excessive field losses are to be avoided.
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